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DRAFT                 DRAFT 
 

ONEKAMA DISINCORPORATION COMMISSION MEETING 
 

                  MONDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 2012, 3 P.M., FARR CENTER 
 
The meeting was called to order at 3 p.m. by Chairman Suzanne Schwing. 
 
The Pledge of Allegiance was said. 
 
Chairman Schwing called the roll: Present: Al Taylor (Township); Roger Burger (Village); Schwing 
(Village); Attorney Peter Doren; Dan Behring (Township); Mary Reed, (Township); Alternate Steve 
Szilvagyi, (Township). Absent: Alternate Paula Fortin (Village) and Rosalind Jaffe (Township). Also 
present: Township Supervisor David Meister, Village Council President Bob Blackmore, Facilitator 
Eric Lupher, via phone conference call; Recording Secretary Mary Lou Millard. 
 
APPROVAL OF AGENDA: Add Report Process after Future Consideration of Other Elements. 
Consensus to accept agenda as presented. 
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: Prior to discussion of corrections to minutes, commissioners discussed 
whether to use Administrative or Executive minutes. Taylor and Burger said they had no problems with 
either one; Schwing said it would be helpful to have detailed minutes; Behring prefers non-detailed 
minutes, Reed prefers non-detailed; Burger said the simpler style is advantageous- “if you want flavor 
you should be here”.  
 Rosalind Jaffe arrived at 3:10 p.m. 
Jaffe said she prefers Administrative minutes. 
Result after discussion: Administrative minutes will be used. 
 
   MINUTES: Page 2- date for one of two public meetings should be July 19, not July 9; Page 2- “J” in 
Jerry Peterson's name to “G”; Page 3, third paragraph: correct second sentence to read: “county road 
work is on a cost share basis so additional funding would be required for rebuilding projects. On Page 
4, last line: change “technical” to “technician”; Page 5,third paragraph from bottom- include 
“Chairman Schwing stated that 'several residents have commented---” Page 5, last paragraph: It was 
noted “that Rudy Milasich stated that the public is at a handicap--”. 
Meister said he is in favor of names being quoted. “If you are going to quote or make a statement the 
person's name should be used.” 
Dana Schindler said the supervisor, council president and other officials should be named .  
Consensus to accept the minutes with corrections.  
Schwing said comments made by commissioners and the public shall be identified..  
 
PUBLIC COMMENT: Alice Hendricks asked if an enclosure in the assessment notices is limited to 
one page; discussed addition of a part time employee; pointed out the Butterfly Garden is not a park.  
Rudy Milasich discussed the minutes in depth, had a question on by-laws; discussed Zoning 
Administrator's position in the village. 
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REVIEW OF UPDATE ON DISINCORPORATION STATUS REPORT: Taylor said the report is 
wordy, first paragraph should state what the commission's end product is. The third and sixth boxes on 
Page 2 should add “analysis pending”. 
 
Jaffe asked is “impliedly” a word? Lupher will check. 
 
Mary Reed: Does not like a wordy document.  
 
Behring said “we need to be clear as to the intent of the document. Start with what do we want to 
achieve. I like flow charts”. 
 
Schwing asked Lupher if he can revisit the document and consolidate it for the next meeting. Lupher 
needs to know what the commission's preferences are. 
  
Meister was asked about insertion of the update into the assessment notices. Meister said if you want 
more than one sheet and an extra half sheet, this would be O.K. They would have to be folded, stamped 
and inserted  manually. 
Schwing asked the commissioners to E-mail Lupher with suggestions for the revision for a one page, 
two sided sheet to go into the assessment notices. Commissioners agreed to limit the information to 
landowners and not personal property owners. 
 
JURISDICTION OVER STREETS: Taylor asked that non-winter maintenance of roads be described 
such as striping, sanding, seal-coating, etc. He also asked that the Road Commission, Meister and 
Blackmore present a report on the condition of village roads and an estimate of repair. Taylor said 
sidewalks were not mentioned but need to be included; who clears the sidewalks? Attorney Doren said 
it is the owner’s responsibility as it exists now. Meister asked what is the village responsibility on 
sidewalks? Blackmore replied it is the owner's responsibility. Meister: The township would continue 
this practice as it exists now.  
 
Taylor said the commission has asked the road commission or the township to give it a status of roads. 
Doreen said the condition of the roads is important to decision-making. What are the liabilities? 
 
Schwing said the commission really needs a specific commitment on what they (road commission) will 
do. She said she has requested  budgets for the last three years of the village and township. 
  
Doren will revise and add a description on non-winter maintenance, list future options to fix roads by 
the township and village, add a paragraph on repairing sidewalks and maintenance. 
  
Behring asked if there is a reasonable way to make this work---show there's a budget. Some roads may 
require a higher priority. 
  
Blackmore told the commission the roads are not going to be repaired completely in the village ever- 
without a separate millage. The township is going to repair the only critical road—Brook Street- in the 
Spring.  The village is included in the township thinking on road repairs, it's a cooperative effort. 
Meister will contact Peterson regarding roads to be considered for repairs. 
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Schwing said the commission needs a projected budget so it knows what the plan is for however long 
¼ mill lasts. What is the plan for the next five years once the township merges-- costs for roads, 
election, parks maintenance, buildings? 
 
Attorney Doren replied some of these functions will be addressed in the fiscal report. Meister will 
prepare a maintenance budget.  
 
Resident Mary Kuipers asked of storm sewers could be written into the program. 
  
Behring asked how to continue this-- “we need options”. 
 
INDEBTEDNESS AND LITIGATION: Doren explained the plan. The only indebtedness is the bond 
issue for the wastewater treatment plant and sewer system. The only pending litigation is Rogers vs. 
Village of Onekama. If there is an uninsured loss resulting from the Rogers lawsuit, it will be a liability 
of the Sewage Fund. Future litigation which may result in a judgment should be covered by insurance 
provided by the Michigan Township Association  Participating Plan. Consensus to give tentative 
approval to Indebtedness and Litigation. 
 
 
PUBLIC UTILITIES AND PUBLIC SERVICES: The Village street lighting and brush pick-up 
service will be continued by the Township. The plan for the transfer of the sanitary sewage disposal 
system, assumption of the outstanding bond obligations and continued operation and maintenance are 
outlined in a letter from bond counsel Patrick McGow, Miller Canfield, attached to the                                                                    
report. Doren requested the addition of Storm Sewers to the Public Utilities and Public Services Report.  
Consensus to approve the report with the addition of Storm Sewers. 
 
EMPLOYEES AND CONTRACTS OF EMPLOYEES: Report was corrected to note in paragraph 
three, Page one,  that there are three, not two, council members whose terms expire on Nov. 4, 2012, 
and three, not two, Council members whose terms expire in November, 2014. On Page 2, first 
paragraph,  replace “contract for employment” with part time employee who is----“and replace “that” 
with  “her”. 
 
Doren noted that he had a received a memo from Dana Schindler regarding the Employees and 
Contracts of Employment Plan (Draft 1/27/2012). 
 
REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY AND OTHER ASSETS: In Paragraph 5, fourth line, 
remove “Butterfly Garden”; in line six, change “of” deeds, to “or” deeds. Deed restrictions on parks 
were discussed. Consensus to give Tentative Approval to Real and Personal Property and Other Assets. 
 
REPORT PROCESS: Taylor asked if the report is approved by the commission, goes to the 
governing bodies and is approved, what is the legal binding effect of the document? Doren will 
research this question. 
 
COMMISSIONERS' COMMENTS: Reed stressed the need for cooperation and trust and working 
together as a commission. 
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PUBLIC COMMENT: Comments received from James  Wisniski with a further explanation of the 
road process, Alice Hendricks on document reading; Rudy Milasich on staying with what needs to be 
done; Bob Wendt on what the benefits would be from consolidation. 
 
Behring responded to Wendt’s question: “My assessments of the benefits of combining governments as 
detailed in the Citizens Research Council of Michigan report include: some cost savings, one stop 
shopping, one source of community information, additional revenue to focus on village needs, 
eliminate conflicting policies, increase pool of potential candidates for offices, unified growth vision, 
consistency on land use and other policies,, branding and marketing, state incentives for success.” 
 
FUTURE CONSIDERATION OF OTHER ELEMENTS: 

1. Fiscal Impact 
2. Public Records. 
 

 
Meister distributed information on what the Township maintains and offers the public as services, 
including fire and rescue, cemetery, parks (5 maintained), street lights, planning, zoning, assessor, 
board of review, election precinct, voter registration, grants, recycling, trash day (once a year), 15 
maintained road ends, Lake Michigan turn-around, emergency roads at both sides of channel. 
Township offices offer: assessing information, map information, parcel information, township history, 
GIS mapping history, SAD special assessment for phragmites control, Watershed Program, Parks and 
Recreation Program, Roads- millage. 
 
ADJOURN: 5:50 p.m. 
 
 
Submitted by  
Mary Lou Millard, 
Recording Secretary  
  
 
 
 
   ________________________                                ___________________________ 
  Suzanne Schwing, Chairman                                    Date 
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